Remember

- mixed meanings
- Church = death + life
- I cultured = some thing lost
- zone not misunderstanding
- blindness, deafness, insensitivity. Cultural bias
- people already live
- Columbus = here on million
- deceit & violence of past
- Celebrate & fear & denial
- victims should not stand in way
- remember by listening
- how past still imparts
- we cannot continue past
- cut we can begin to
- understand work we are
- in relation to each
- other now

- Gal. 3:28
- other cannot forget
- common past + common future
Repent

- destruction of people =
  - rape & murder of
  - meaning of repentance
  - Assyria's destruction &

Nehemiah 6:8

- justice = discernment of what belongs to whom & turning it over to them. Comment

- deliberate & systematic destruction of racial, political, social groups

- greed & sin

- guilt & participation of the church

- colonization or loss of language & power, grief, guilt, loss of identity

- recognition & new way of thinking
we cannot accept your answer but to limit our response today.
problem to be part of the
solution - to look at greatest issues
in any way.